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Introduction. 
 
It is a simple fact; security awareness is a very important aspect of your security solution. It is 
confirmed every single day – just take a look at the latest MyDoom infection rate.  
 
Failure to give attention to the area of security (awareness) training puts an enterprise at risk 
because the security of the enterprise resources is as much a human issue as it is a 
technological issue. 
 
Note: see NIST-800-500 [6]. 
 
Goal. 
 
This article describes how one can setup and perform a small wireless demonstration that is 
quick and easy to perform with a good visual result to trigger the attention of your co-workers. 
The goal of the setup is to demonstrate a well-known WEP vulnerability. 
 
Note: in order to demonstrate the WEP vulnerability, we will use the OpenBSD [2] operating 
system. You don’t need any prior OpenBSD knowledge, all the information you need is in here. 
 
Note: this article will not describe the WEP vulnerabilities (again), if you want more information 
regarding this topic, see some added references at the end of the article [3]. 
 
Note: for this demonstration, you do not need hours of traffic capturing. It can all be done within 
30 minutes (maximum). 
 
Equipment. 
 
Material used during our example test: 
- One 802.11b access point: ELSA ViaNect WLAN access point. 
- One OpenBSD 3.4 host (“attacker”): 
 - Compaq Armada 7790DMT (120Mhz CPU, 150 MB RAM). 
  - Linksys WPC11 PCMCIA wireless network adaptor (PRISM3, firmware 1.1.0). 
- One Compaq E500 with an ELSA WiFi wireless network adaptor, used to generate traffic on the 
wireless network. You can choose the operating system of this host, as long as it is able to join 
your WEP encrypted wireless network. 
 
Note: for the demonstration it is advised to use equipment that sticks to the WiFi standard as 
some vendors have added (or are offering on their devices) some additional enhancements to 
increase the security of the 802.11b communication. 
 
Note: this setup requires a PRISM based WiFi card in order to work with the “bsd-airtools” that we 
are going to use. See [1]. 
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Lab setup. 
 
As you are going to demonstrate WEP insecurity, you need to have a functional 802.11b network 
using WEP encryption. Make sure that your wireless network is fully operational (64 bit or 128 bit 
encryption). 
 
The OpenBSD host is going to audit the wireless network, capture interesting WEP encrypted 
packets and is going to perform a brute force attack on the smallest captured WEP encrypted 
packet. 
 
The other member(s) of the wireless network are just going generate encrypted traffic that the 
OpenBSD host can capture and audit. To make the traffic generation easy; make sure that you 
have some (large) files that you can send over the wireless network. 
 
Configuring and operating the OpenBSD host. 
 
Note: we suppose that you have already a working default installation of OpenBSD 3.4 on the 
attacking laptop. Installing OpenBSD takes about 15 minutes on a network with a fast internet 
connection and is quite easy. For a detailed step-by-step description of an OpenBSD installation 
see the OpenBSD website [2] or my other article on OpenBSD [4]. 
 
Note: use the “man” pages to find more information about the utilities used. 
 
Log in to your OpenBSD 3.4 system as root. Plug in your wireless card in the OpenBSD host. 
When everything goes ok, it should become available on “wi0”. Make sure that the card is up by 
using the command “ifconfig wi0 up”. 
To verify use “ifconfig –a” and take a look in “/var/log/messages” - check if it is there. 
 
“Bsd-airtools” from Dachb0den Labs is the tool that we are going to use during the demonstration. 
It is installed by default on OpenBSD 3.4 and requires no further configuration.  
Note that “dstumbler”, “prism2ctl”, “dwepkeygen”, “dwepdump”, “prism2dump” and “dwepcrack” 
are all part of the bsd-airtools package. You can find these binaries in “/usr/local/sbin”. 
  
First we are going to enumerate available wireless access points in the neighborhood using 
“dstumbler” (a comparable tool for the Microsoft Windows platform is “netstumbler”) [5].  
Go to “/usr/local/sbin” and launch dstumbler with the command “./dstumbler wi0” (with wi0 the 
wireless device that you are currently using).  
For more dstumbler options, do simply “./dstumbler”. 
When you have launched dstumbler, your card will start to enumerate wireless access points. 
Your access point should also light up. Information returned contains information like the SSID, 
channel number, signal/noise ratio etc. Make sure that you write down the channel number 
(channel “x”). Exit dstumbler (use “q” and confirm). 
 
In order to sniff, we need to configure our wireless device (“wi0”) to operate in monitor mode.  
To put the wireless card into monitor mode, do “./prism2ctl wi0 –m”. 
To put the wireless card on channel “x”, do “wicontrol –F 10”. 
Verify if your wireless card is in monitor mode, do “./prism2ctl wi0”. The response should contain 
a line: “Monitor mode:                              [on]”. 
 
Try to sniff some wireless traffic to verify the monitor mode. Use “./prism2dump wi0 –v 2” which 
will start listening for wireless traffic and print them out in the console (“-v 2”: high verbose mode). 
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Make sure that you are generating some traffic as well with the other wireless clients. You should 
see some traffic. You can see basic information like the SSID, rates and the channel number. 
 
Now that we can sniff, we need to capture enough packets that we can feed later on into our 
WEP cracker (in fact: “dwepcrack” only performs a brute force crack on the smallest packet).  
For the capturing of packets, we are going to use the “dwepdump” utility.  
Launch “./dwepdump wi0 mycapturefile.dump” to start capturing packets. 
Start generating wireless traffic using the other wireless clients. Capture around 10.000 packets. 
 
Crack the WEP keys using the “dwepcrack” utility. We are going to use “dwepcrack” in brute force 
mode on the smallest packet - start dwepcrack with “./dwepcrack –b mycapturefile.dump”.  
After a small minute, you should see the four WEP keys on your screen. 
 
Verify these four WEP keys with the configured WEP keys on the encrypted wireless network! 
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